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A major challenge in genome research is
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stable genomes whereas others have

undergone extensive rearrangement.

Álvarez-González et al. describe

fundamental principles of 3D

chromosome folding in mammals and

show that lineage-specific evolutionary

genomic reshuffling can influence

patterns of higher-order chromatin

organization.
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SUMMARY
Studying the similarities and differences in genomic interactions between species provides fertile grounds for
determining the evolutionary dynamics underpinning genome function and speciation. Here, we describe the
principles of 3D genome folding in vertebrates and show how lineage-specific patterns of genome reshuffling
can result in different chromatin configurations. We (1) identified different patterns of chromosome folding in
across vertebrate species (centromere clustering versus chromosomal territories); (2) reconstructed ances-
tral marsupial and afrotherian genomes analyzing whole-genome sequences of species representative of the
major therian phylogroups; (3) detected lineage-specific chromosome rearrangements; and (4) identified the
dynamics of the structural properties of genome reshuffling through therian evolution. We present evidence
of chromatin configurational changes that result from ancestral inversions and fusions/fissions. We catalog
the close interplay between chromatin higher-order organization and therian genome evolution and introduce
an interpretative hypothesis that explains how chromatin folding influences evolutionary patterns of genome
reshuffling.
INTRODUCTION

The evolution of chromatin conformation is fundamental for un-

derstanding the mechanism(s) responsible for the origin and

plasticity of genome architecture. Distant loci within the genome

can interact during the cell cycle to affect function in somatic and

germ cells.1–4 Exploring the similarities and differences of these

genomic interactions across diverse phylogroups is central to

developing an appreciation of both the dynamics of genome

function and, ultimately, the effects on speciation.

Ancestral genome reconstructions have shown that structural

changes disrupting synteny preferentially cluster in regions that

are prone to break and reorganize—these are referred to as

evolutionary breakpoint regions (EBRs).5,6 It is also known that
Ce
This is an open access article under the CC BY-N
changes in gene expression caused by genome reshuffling

may have a selective advantage through the development of

new adaptive characters specific to different mammalian line-

ages.7–10 These data suggest that sequence composition is

not alone in determining evolutionary plasticity but rather that

the occurrence and subsequent fixation of genome rearrange-

ments are multifaceted, involving (1) repetitive elements

(i.e., making DNAmore susceptible to chromosomal reorganiza-

tion)11–13; (2) functional constrains (i.e., genes related to species-

specific phenotypes)14; and (3) genome folding dynamics and its

effect on gene regulation/function.3,15,16 This has led to sugges-

tions that the permissiveness of some genomic regions to

undergo genomic rearrangements, especially in germ cells, is

influenced by chromatin 3D conformation.4,15–18
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Genomes are compartmentalized into different hierarchical

layers including chromosomal territories (CTs), compartments

(A and B), topologically associated domains (TADs), and looping

interactions.1,19,20 How these different levels of chromatin orga-

nization are conserved across species underpins their potential

evolutionary genome plasticity. For example, chromatin 3D

organization was recently studied in representative species of

chordates, plants, and fungi.21 Two types of 3D genome organi-

zation were found at a chromosomal scale: telomeres and

centromeres either (1) clustered across chromosomes adopting

a Rabl-like configuration or (2) were oriented in a polarized state

maintaining individual CTs within the cell. However, little is

known about the evolutionary dynamics of 3D genome organiza-

tion, especially at the root of the three major lineages of

mammals, Prototheria (monotremes), Metatheria (marsupials),

Eutheria, and their presumptive ancestor.

Monotremes (represented by the duck-billed platypus and the

echidnas) are positioned phylogenetically between birds/reptiles

and therians and diverged from therian mammals (placentals

and marsupials) z217 million years ago (mya).22 Monotremes

represent a pivotal group with a mix of reptilian and mammalian

morphological, physiological, and karyological features.23 Mar-

supials, on the other hand, shared a common ancestor with

eutherian mammalsz190 mya.22 Karyotyping studies observed

a bimodal distribution of diploid chromosome numbers across

the marsupial phylogeny, with many species having either a

2n = 14 or a 2n = 22 karyotype.24

In eutherians, Afrotheria represents one of the most ancient

clades that includes six mammalian orders all with an Afro-

Arabian origin. Afrotherian species exhibit extreme morpholog-

ical diversity and niche preference, which is thought to result

from the long period of isolation when Africa was an island conti-

nent 105–125 mya.22 Genome organization within Afrotheria is

diverse, with diploid numbers ranging from 2n = 56 in the African

(Loxodonta africana) and Asian (Elephas maximus) elephants to

2n = 20 in the aardvark (Orycteropus afer).25 Given the position

of Afrotheria and marsupials near the root of therian mammals

and their diverse diploid numbers (reflecting extensive genome

reshuffling), the analysis of 3D genome architecture provides a

unique opportunity to further understand the mechanisms

underpinning mammalian chromosomal evolution.

To explore the principles of 3D genome folding dynamics and

evolution indistantly relatedmammals, acomprehensive compu-
Figure 1. Patterns of chromosome folding
(A) Whole-genome Hi-C contact maps for chicken (Gallus gallus [GGA])29; platy

[MEU]; this study, one biological replicate); Tasmanian devil (Sarcophilus harrisii

this study, two biological replicates); African elephant (Loxodonta africana [LAF]; th

(Homo sapiens [HSA]).1 Haploid number of chromosomes (n) is shown for each s

(B) Log2 ratio of inter-/intra-chromosomal interactions according to chromosom

between macro (bold orange) and micro (light orange) chromosomes.

(C) Representation of inter-chromosomal mean interactions per chromosome for h

and tammar wallaby.

(D) Chromosome-specific contact probability P(s) as a function of genomic distan

Mean P(s) values are represented for three chromosome segments: 1–10, 10–10

(E) CTCF density (expressed as the number of peaks per Mbp) per chromosom

biological replicates), aardvark (this study, two biological replicates), and opossu

(center line); mean values (dot) ± SD. Asterisks represent statistically significant

(F) Representation of DNA loop size, chromosome length, and CTCF density for
tational analysis that included genome-wide chromosome

conformation capture (in situ Hi-C) in representative therian

(eutherian and marsupials) species coupled with comparative

genomics, transcriptome sequencing (RNA sequencing [RNA-

seq]), and chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing (ChIP-

seq) of CTCF and H3K4me3 was performed. We (1) defined

patterns of 3D genome folding in interphase nuclei across spe-

cies; (2) reconstructed ancestral marsupial and Afrotherian

genomes by analyzing whole-genome sequences of 10 species

that represent the major therian phylogroups; (3) detected line-

age-specific chromosome rearrangements; (4) identified the

dynamics and structural properties of therian EBRs by applying

integrative computational analyses; and (5) provide evidence of

chromosome folding changes due to inversions and fusions/fis-

sions.Our results represent a comprehensive catalogof the close

interplay betweenchromatin higher-order organization dynamics

and therian genome evolution.

RESULTS

Patterns of genome-wide chromosomal interactions
across vertebrates
We first explored the characteristic features of 3D genome

evolution across vertebrates performing in situHi-C experiments

in primary fibroblast cell lines from the Afrotheria (African

elephant with 2n = 56 and aardvark with 2n = 20) andMarsupialia

(Tasmanian devil with 2n = 14 and tammar wallaby with 2n = 16)

(Figure 1A). After filtering the raw Hi-C interactions, an average

of 100 million valid interactions were obtained per species

(Table S1). The comparison between biological replicates

resulted in reproducible Hi-C maps (Pearson correlation,

R2 > 0.8, p < 0.01; Figure S1). African elephant, aardvark, and

tammar wallaby Hi-C data were mapped against their respective

reference genome available at the DNA Zoo consortium.26,27

These data were combined with publicly available Hi-C data

for human (2n = 46),1 mouse (2n = 40),3 platypus (2n = 52),28

and chicken (2n = 70)29 (see STAR Methods and Table S1).

Comparison of Hi-C matrices revealed different patterns of

chromosomal interactions as reflected by the log2 inter-/intra-

chromosomal interaction ratios in different species (Figure 1B).

Chicken (a bird representative) presented the lowest log2 inter-

action ratios per chromosome (<–1) (Figure 1B). This was fol-

lowed by eutherian representatives (human, mouse, African
pus (Ornithorhynchus anatinus [ONA])28; tammar wallaby (Macropus eugenii

[SHA]; this study, two biological replicates); aardvark (Orycteropus afer [OAF];

is study, two biological replicates); mouse (Musmusculus [MMU])3; and human

pecies. Divergence times are based on Meredith et al.22

e length (in Mbp). In the case of chicken (GGA), color intensity differentiates

uman, mouse, African elephant, aardvark, platypus, chicken, Tasmanian devil,

ce in all species analyzed. All selected chromosomes are �200 Mpb in length.

0, and more than 100 Mbp.

e and genome wide for human,30 mouse,30 African elephant (this study, two

m as a marsupial representative.30 Boxplots are presented as median values

CTCF density between species (two-sided t test, ***p < 0.001).

species with high (left panel) and low (right panel) number of chromosomes.
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Figure 2. Centromere clustering

(A) Heatmaps showing normalized inter-chromosomal interactions between heterologous chromosomes in human (chromosomes 2 and 3), African elephant

(chromosomes 2 and 3), and aardvark (chromosomes 5 and 6). The position of centromeres is presented as black lines for each chromosome.

(B) Centromere genome-wide aggregated contact plots for human, African elephant, and Tasmanian devil. Note the high number of interactions at the

centromeric level in the Tasmanian devil.

(legend continued on next page)
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elephant, and aardvark), which showed log2 inter-/intra-chro-

mosomal interaction ratios between –1 and 0 (irrespective of

chromosome number), suggesting well-defined CTs (Figure 1B).

In contrast, log2 inter-/intra-chromosomal interaction ratios

increased approximately 2-fold (from 0 to 2) in both marsupial

species (tammar wallaby and Tasmanian devil) and the platypus,

suggesting a chromosome compartmentalization pattern that

was distinct from eutherian mammals. In fact, marsupials had

the highest percentage of inter-chromosomal interactions

(60% of total), followed by platypus and eutherian mammals

(both 40%) and chicken (20%).

Moreover, we detected a general trend for smaller chromo-

somes (<5% genome size) to show higher inter-chromosomal

interactions (mean of inter-chromosomal interactions >1.5)

than larger chromosomes (defined as >5% genome size) in all

species (Figure 1C). In contrast, marsupials displayed high inter-

actions between all chromosomes, including the X chromosome

(Figure 1B), also supporting the view that chromosome compart-

mentalization is distinct from that observed in other vertebrates.

Diploid numbers determine patterns in chromosome
folding
Distance-dependent interaction frequencies represented as

probability versus distance (P(s)) curves were compared be-

tween species to analyze patterns of chromosome folding (Fig-

ure 1D). As previously described,19 we detected a general

decrease in interaction frequencies as genomic distances

increased. Visual inspection allowed the delineation of distinct

groups based on the decay of contact probability interactions:

(1) chicken, (2) platypus, (3) human, African elephant, and

mouse, and (4) bothmarsupial species plus aardvark (Figure 1D).

At short genomic distances (<10 Mbp), chicken chromosomes

showed the highest contact probability values genome wide

(133.05), followed by platypus, human, African elephant, and

mouse (values ranged from 95 to 57.64). Interestingly, the three

species with the lowest numbers of chromosomes (aardvark,

tammar wallaby, and Tasmanian devil) also showed the lowest

contact probability values at distances <10 Mbp (from 17.57 to

35.26). At intermediate distances (between 10 and 100 Mbp),

platypus diverged from eutherianmammals with a gradual decay

in P(s) curves, and marsupials and aardvark showed the lowest

interaction frequencies (from 2.85 to 7.51).

We similarly examined whether CTCF peak densities and dis-

tributions were related to chromosome number across species.

To do so, we performed CTCF ChIP-seq in African elephant and

aardvark fibroblasts (see STAR Methods). We detected a total
(C) Z score interactions as a function of genomic distance for representative chro

lines are centromere locations.

(D) Normalized inter-chromosomal interactions for centromeres (from the centrom

panel) for human, mouse, African elephant, aardvark, Tasmanian devil, and tamm

(dot) ± SD. Asterisks represent statistically significant different interactions betw

(E) Representative immunofluorescence images of fibroblasts nuclei showing c

chromatin) in red, and chromatin in blue (DAPI). Scale bars, 10 mm.

(F) Boxplots depicting relative distance between centromeres fibroblasts nuclei

ments); Tasmanian devil (n = 1,280 measurements); and tammar wallaby (n = 1,67

values (dot) ± SD. Asterisks represent statistically significant differences betwee

(G) Representation of chromosome position inside nuclei of species showing

centromere clustering (right panel). Centromeres are depicted in orange. Adapte
37,210 CTCF peaks in African elephant and 12,478 peaks in

aardvark. These data were combined with publicly available

ChIP-seq data for human, mouse, and opossum.30 We detected

a mean density of CTCF peaks/Mbp in eutherian mammals (with

high diploid numbers, i.e., 2n = 40–56) that ranged from 8.19

peaks/Mbp in human to 12.25 peaks/Mbp in mouse (Figure 1E).

In contrast, CTCF density decreased approximately 4-fold in

aardvark (2n = 20) and opossum (2n = 14) (2.97 and 3.55

peaks/Mbp, respectively; two-sided t test, p < 0.01). Collec-

tively, these observations suggest that genomes organized into

low diploid numbers (and hence longer chromosomes) have

reduced contact interaction frequencies at shorter genomic dis-

tances (resulting from low CTCF density; Figures 1F and S2).

Divergent centromere clustering in marsupials
Close inspection of genome-wide Hi-C contact maps revealed

striking patterns of chromosomal interactions at centromeres.

Both Hi-C interaction maps (Figure 2A), aggregate peak analysis

(Figure 2B), and Z score interaction ratio plots between heterol-

ogous chromosomes (Figure 2C) detected higher centromeric

inter-chromosomal interactions (>4 3 10�8 chromosome-

length-normalized mean interaction value) in marsupials than in

therian mammals. This contrasted with interactions detected in

the telomeric regions, which were high for all species except

for the aardvark (>3 3 10�8 chromosome length normalized

mean interaction value; Figure 2D). The pattern of centromeric

interaction in marsupials was further demonstrated by the immu-

nodetection of the centromeric constitutive heterochromatin

(i.e., H3K9me3 signal) in fibroblast cell cultures (Figures 2E–

2F). Both tammar wallaby and Tasmanian devil fibroblasts

showed shorter relative distances between the centromeres

(i.e., CREST signal; see STAR Methods) of heterologous chro-

mosomes (<0.1 relative distance; two-sided t test, p < 0.01)

than did aardvark and African elephant (>0.1 relative distance;

two-sided t test, p < 0.01) (Figure 2E).

Collectively, these results suggest that marsupial heterolo-

gous centromeres cluster to adopt a Rabl-like configuration as

previously described in the peach potato aphid,31 yellow fever

mosquito,26 sea urchin,32 and yeast.33 This configuration, along

with the high inter-/intra-chromosomal interaction ratios (Fig-

ure 1B), low interaction values at short and medium genomic

distances (Figure 1D), and lowCTCF density (Figure 1E), suggest

that marsupials have a distinct mechanism of chromosome

folding.

In light of these results, it is plausible that the number of inter-

chromosomal interactions observed in different taxa is not
mosomes of human, African elephant, and Tasmanian devil. Dashed horizontal

ere up to 3 Mbp, left panel) and telomeres (from the telomere up to 3 Mbp, right

ar wallaby. Boxplots are presented as median values (center line); mean values

een species (two-sided t test, ***p < 0.001).

entromeres in green (CREST), H3K9me3 (marker for the constitutive hetero-

of African elephant (n = 6,067 measurements); aardvark (n = 1,865 measure-

5 measurements). Boxplots are presented as median values (center line); mean

n species (two-sided t test, ***p < 0.001).

chromosomal territories (CTs) and no centromere clustering (left panel) or

d from Hoencamp and collaborators.21
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Figure 3. Conservation of the higher-order chromatin organization within mammals

(A) Boxplots depicting first eigenvector values (log scale) and insulator score values (log scale) for human (HSA), mouse (MMU), African elephant (LAF), aardvark

(OAF), Tasmanian devil (SHA), and tammar wallaby (MEU). Boxplots are presented as median values (center line); mean values (dot) ± SD. Asterisks represent

statistically significant values between species (two-sided t test, ***p < 0.001). ns, non-significant.

(legend continued on next page)
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directly related to chromosomal size but to chromosomal

position within the cell nucleus. That is, within the same phyloge-

netic grouping, all species have the same CT type and compart-

mentalization regardless of chromosome number (Figure 2G).

Thus, eutherian mammals have their chromosomes organized

in territories with small chromosomes positioned toward the

center of the cell. This is exemplified by the observation that

shorter eutherian chromosomes show high inter-chromosomal

interactions, but the inter-/intra-interactions ratios remains the

same for all species. In contrast, marsupials show high rates of

inter-/intra-interactions ratios (irrespective of chromosome

size) with a clear pattern of centromere clustering.

Genomic compartmentalization features within
mammals
We scored A/B compartments and TADs detected in the various

species. The genome-wide distribution of A/B compartments

was consistent across taxa, wherez50% of the genome corre-

sponded to A compartments (‘‘open’’) being positively associ-

ated with the active histone H3K4me3 (permutation test based

on 10,000 permutations, normalized Z score > 0.01, p < 0.05).

Moreover, average compartment lengthwas consistent between

species (mean value �2.5 Mbp). However, when analyzing

compartment strength (first eigenvector values; see STAR

Methods), species with longer chromosomes (and low diploid

numbers, i.e., tammar wallaby, Tasmanian devil, and aardvark)

had significantly lower first eigenvector values (two-sided t

test, p < 0.01) (Figure 3A).

We identified TADs and examined the robustness of their

boundaries at 500 Kbp resolution using TADbit.34 Depending

on the species, between 1,882 and 2,105 TADs of 1Mbp average

length were detected (TAD strength score >6). TAD boundary

scores were equivalent between species, and metaborder plots

showed clear insulator patterns for all taxa (Figure 3B). All

detected TAD boundaries were associated, and enriched, with

H3K4me3 and CTCF (permutation test based on 10,000 permu-

tations, normalized Z score > 0.01, p < 0.05; Figure 3C).

Conservation of the higher-order chromatin
organization within mammals
To test if the higher-order structural organization of mammalian

genome architecture was conserved in somatic cells, we estab-

lished homologous syntenic blocks (HSBs) between single

representatives of the boreoeutherians (mouse), afrotherians

(African elephant), and marsupials (Tasmanian devil) using the

human genome as reference (see STAR Methods; Table S2).

At a 300 Kb resolution, a total of 346 HSBs were detected

between human and mouse (ranging from 7.7 to 78.3 Mbp in
(B) Metaplots for all TAD boundaries detected in human, mouse, African elephan

(C) Mean number of CTCF peaks and H3K4me3 relative to TAD boundaries posit

biological replicates per species.

(D) Chromosomal synteny between human (HSA) chromosome 12 in mouse (MM

regions are depicted in light blue and inverted regions in pink.

(E) Zoom in of a structural conserved HSB (two-sided, t test, p < 0.01; Tables S3

region of chromosome 5), African elephant (a chromosomal region of chromo

Compartment conservation is represented as a compartment heatmap and first ei

and insulator score distribution.
size and covering 83.41% of the human genome; see STAR

Methods). In the African elephant and Tasmanian devil, the

number of HSBs detected was 230 and 444, respectively, and

these covered between 86.15% and 80.91% of the human

genome.

We next examined whether conservation of DNA sequence

correlated with the conservation of higher-order chromatin orga-

nization of the targeted species (Figure 3D) (see STARMethods).

The analysis included a total of 140 HSBs in African elephant,

212 HSBs in Tasmanian devil, and 223 HSBs in mouse covering,

respectively, 83.74%, 74.77%, and 79.86% of the human

genome. A pairwise evaluation of the higher-order structural

conservation of compartments was conducted by comparing

first eigenvector values between HSBs, whereas TADs were

evaluated by insulator scores (see STAR Methods).

Within species from the same phylogenetic group, we

detected that the majority of HSBs (70%) had the same level of

higher-order structural conservation at the compartment level.

That is, human versus mouse (Boreoeutheria) (73.6% of the

genome conserved), African elephant versus aardvark (Afrothe-

ria) (75.1% of the genome conserved), and Tasmanian devil

versus tammar wallaby (Marsupialia) (68.7% of the genome

conserved) (Figure S3). However, as the evolutionary distance

increased, structural conservation decreased between different

phylogenetic groups (i.e., humans versus species other than

mouse; Figure 3E). In Afrotheria (the African elephant), 60% of

compartments were conserved with human, whereas in marsu-

pials, the levels of conservation decreased to 50% (Figure 3F;

Table S3). Surprisingly, no differences were observed for TADs

at 500 Kbp resolution (>90% of which were conserved in

HSBs) irrespective of whether this was for comparisons within

the same phylogenetic group or between different phylogenetic

groups (Figures 3E and S3; Table S4).

Evolutionary history of marsupial and afrotherian
chromosomes
To assess whether patterns of chromosome folding correlated

with genomic reshuffling during evolution, we reconstructed

ancestral karyotypes and cataloged the evolutionary history of

chromosome rearrangements in afrotherians and marsupials.

Two ancestral karyotypes were reconstructed for Marsupialia

using five representative marsupial genomes (Tasmanian devil,

tammar wallaby, wombat, red kangaroo, and opossum) and

the genomes of five outgroup taxa (sloth, African elephant,

human, platypus, and chicken) (Figures 4A and S4; Table S2;

see STAR Methods). The marsupial ancestral karyotype (MAK)

comprised 10 reconstructed ancestral chromosome fragments

(RACFs), representing seven ancestral chromosomes that
t, aardvark, Tasmanian devil, and tammar wallaby.

ions in African elephant, aardvark, and Tasmanian devil. The data include two

U), African elephant (LAF), and Tasmanian devil (SHA). Collinear homologous

and S4) human chromosome 12 when compared with mouse (a chromosomal

some 25), and Tasmanian devil (a chromosomal region of chromosome 1).

genvector distribution. TAD conservation is represented as a contacts heatmap

Cell Reports 41, 111839, December 20, 2022 7
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Figure 4. Marsupial and afrotherian ancestral karyotypes and genome reshuffling

(A) Phylogenetic tree of the species included in the analysis. Marsupial species are shown in red, while afrotherians are in blue. The number of intra-chromosomal

rearrangements in each branch is shown in pale blue, while inter-chromosomal (fissions/fusions) rearrangements are in dark green.

(B and C) Marsupial ancestral karyotypes (B) and Afrotherian ancestral karyotype (C). Ribbons connecting chromosomes indicate orthologs between ancestors

and reference genome chromosomes, with a twist indicating an inversion. MAK,marsupial ancestral karyotype; MAUK, Australianmarsupial ancestral karyotype;

SHA, Tasmanian devil; LAF, African elephant.
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Figure 5. Structural plasticity of lineage-specific chromosomal reorganizations

(A) Chromosome 1 and chromosome 2 region-specific 500Kbp heatmaps, first eigenvector, insulator score, and ancestral specific reorganizations for Tasmanian

devil and African elephant.

(B) Contact probability P(s) as a function of genomic distance and its derivative for each class of reorganized HSBs in Tasmanian devil and African elephant.

(legend continued on next page)
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covered 95.87% of the Tasmanian devil reference genome

(Figures 4B and S4). Our MAK reconstruction was consistent

with previous work,24 recovering 85.16% of the syntenic associ-

ations between MAK and human. Similarly, the ancestor of

Australian marsupials (MAUK) contained eight RACFs, repre-

senting seven ancestral chromosomes that ranged in size from

71.6 to 698 Mb in size. Our results illustrate that the MAK and

MAUK karyotypes were conserved, with three chromosomes

maintained as complete syntenic blocks. Ten inversions, two fis-

sions, and two fusions separated MAUK from MAK, whereas 24

inversions occurred between MAUK and the Tasmanian devil,

while 77 inversions, three fissions, and two fusions separated

MAUK from the tammar wallaby. In summary, these data show

that the marsupial lineage is predominantly characterized by

intra-chromosomal rearrangements.

We also reconstructed the ancestral karyotype for Afrotheria

(AFAK) using the African elephant as the reference genome

and six other afrotherian genomes (Asian elephant, aardvark,

cape golden mole, rock hyrax, West Indian manatee, and lesser

hedgehog tenrec), along with those from three outgroup species

(cattle, pig, and human) (Figures 4C and S4; Table S2; see STAR

Methods). The AFAK consisted of 24 ancestral chromosomes in

25 RACFs, covering 95.44% of the African elephant genome

(Figures 4C and S4). We recovered 71.43% of the syntenic asso-

ciations between human and African elephant that were previ-

ously identified by cross-species chromosome painting,35 as

well as all 23 fissions of human chromosomes, indicating that

our reconstruction was accurate. A total of 31 inversions, 22

fissions, and five fusions separate the African elephant from

the AFAK. In the aardvark lineage, 41 inversions, three fissions,

and 14 fusions occurred after the split from AFAK, showing

that afrotherian genomes are predominantly characterized by

inter-chromosomal rearrangements (Figure S4).

To analyze the lineage-specific chromosomal reorganiza-

tions in the afrotherian and marsupial species, we identified

genomic regions that were either collinear or had undergone

reorganization from the most recent ancestor (Figure S4).

Crucially, for this comparison, all Tasmanian devil chromo-

somes originated from individual MAUK chromosomes, with

no inter-chromosomal rearrangements, and, consequently,

more than 65% of the Tasmanian devil genome is fully

collinear with that of the MAUK, with 33.58% disrupted due

to inversions. The remaining 1.42% corresponded to un-

placed sequences (Table S5).

In sharp contrast, the African elephant has retained only three

chromosomes (LAF10, LAF23, and LAFX) that are fully collinear

with the AFAK; these span 12.60% of the genome. Thus, the

majority of African elephant chromosomes originated by either

(1) fissions of larger AFAK chromosomes followed by fusions

(27.37% of African elephant genome); (2) by fissions only
(C) Distribution of inter-/intra-chromosomal interaction ratio according to HSB le

elephant: collinear, inverted, fissioned and collinear, fissioned and inverted, fus

presented as median values (center line); mean values (dot) ± SD. Asterisks repr

***p < 0.001).

(D) Boxplots depicting interactions between the same types of HSBs (cis) and dif

are presented as median values (center line); mean values (dot) ± SD. Asterisks

***p < 0.001).
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(20.83% of the genome is collinear and 6.94% inverted); or (3)

by a fusion of small AFAK chromosomes (24.25% is collinear

and 3.54% inverted) (Table S5). These results highlight the

different genome reshuffling patterns characterizing marsupials

and afrotherian species.

Differences in lineage-specific chromosomal reorganizations

were also observed in terms of gene content. Approximately

58% of the Tasmanian devil genes were located in collinear

regions and 31.79% in inverted regions. Genes in inverted

regions were related to signaling and response to stimuli, as

well as major histocompatibility complex (MHC) and MHC class

II protein complexes (Figure S5), whereas genes within collinear

regions were enriched in Gene Ontology (GO) terms related to

metabolic and developmental processes as well as anatomical

(structural) development, among others (Figure S5). By contrast,

only 10.87% of African elephant genes were located in collinear

regions; 27.25% were in chromosomes originating from fission

followed by fusion of AFAK chromosomes and 21.83% in chro-

mosomes resulting from fissions only. Genes within collinear

regions were enriched in GO terms related to nucleic acid trans-

port. Genes within fission-fusion rearrangements were related to

pheromone responses, whereas genes within fissioned regions

were enriched in keratin filament and anatomical structure GO

terms (Figure S5).

Functional and structural characterization of EBRs
The reconstruction of ancestral genomes allowed us to identify

EBRs in both the Tasmanian devil and the African elephant

(Figure S6). A total of 34 EBRs were identified within the

Tasmanian devil genome, which correlated with chromosome

size (R2 = 0.93, p < 0.001; Figure S6A) and TAD boundaries

(permutation test based on 10,000 permutations, normalized

Z score > 0.01, p < 0.05; Figure S6C). Although EBRs were

embedded in gene-dense regions (Figure S6E), they were nega-

tively associated with gene position (permutation test based on

10,000 permutations, normalized Z score < �0.01, p < 0.05).

The same trend was observed in the 45 EBRs identified in the

African elephant (Figures S6D–S6F), mirroring previous studies.

In both species, no GO term was associated with genes

surrounding EBRs. African elephant EBRs, however, were

enriched in transposable elements (p = 0.04, Z score = 1.82,

1,000 permutations). Interestingly, almost all African elephant

EBRs contained afroSINEs and L1-LA elements, which are

specific to afrotherians.

Lineage-specific chromosomal reorganizations affect
genomic evolutionary plasticity
After ancestral genomes were reconstructed and lineage-spe-

cific chromosome reorganizations identified, we analyzed the

structural and functional features of both conserved (collinear)
ngth (in Mbp) for each class of reorganization in Tasmanian devil and African

ed and collinear, fused and inverted, and fissioned and fused. Boxplots are

esent statistically significant interaction ratio between HSBs (two-sided t test,

ferent types of HSBs (trans) in Tasmanian devil and African elephant. Boxplots

represent statistically significant interactions between HSBs (two-sided t test,
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and rearranged genomic regions (inverted, fused, and fissioned)

in the Tasmanian devil and the African elephant (Figure 5A).

We detected structural differences between collinear and

rearranged regions in both species. As a general trend, line-

age-specific inverted regions displayed higher distance-depen-

dent contact probabilities than did collinear regions (Figure 5B).

Differences in contact probability were higher in the Tasmanian

devil, where blocks presented a mean contact probability value

of 2.79 and inverted blocks a mean of 6.85 (2.53 fold increase).

This was translated into different estimated slopes (as a proxy of

DNA loop size). Inverted regions had a slope maximum of 6.5

Mbp, whereas the maximum value in conserved blocks

was 7.5 Mbp, indicating that inverted blocks bear slightly

shorter loops and, therefore, an increase in contact probability

(Figure 5B).

In the African elephant, mean contact probability values were

14.2 for collinear regions and 20.38 for the inverted blocks (1.53

fold increase). The more complex chromosomal rearrangements

between collinear and inverted HSBs (fissions followed by inver-

sions and fusions followed by inversions) showed intermediate

values. Finally, HSBs that were maintained as collinear, but

either fissioned or fused in the African elephant, presented

equally low contact probability values (mean contacts 3.82, a

3.53 fold reduction compared with collinear regions). However,

these contacts were never as low as those observed in the Tas-

manian devil conserved blocks. A similar tendency was detected

in the slopes estimated for each type of reorganization, with a

maximum at 2 Mbp for inverted blocks, 4.5 Mbp for collinear

blocks, and 8 Mbp for translocated (fused/fissioned) blocks

(Figure 5B).

Differences between types of rearrangements were also noted

when analyzing inter-/intra-chromosomal interaction ratios

(Figures 5C and 5D). In both species, lineage-specific inverted

blocks presented the lowest inter-/intra-chromosomal interac-

tions, being lower in African elephant (mean 0.05; two-sided t

test, p < 0.01) than in Tasmanian devil (mean 0.6; two-sided t

test, p < 0.01). African elephant blocks that were fissioned and

subsequently fused displayed the highest inter-/intra-chromo-

somal interaction (mean 0.35; two-sided, t test, p < 0.01) (Fig-

ure 5C). Collectively, these observations point to the presence

of distinctive genomic architectural features in lineage-specific

chromosomal reorganizations. This was especially relevant for

inversions, which presented more intra-chromosomal interac-

tions than surrounding collinear regions (Figure 6).

Remarkably, structural reshuffling did not result in gross

changes in TADs and compartments (Figure 3D). This was in

line with the fact that EBRs were positively associated with

TAD boundaries (multiple permutation test based on 10,000 per-

mutations, normalized Z score > 0.01, p < 0.05) in both species

(Figure S6). Likewise, EBRs were devoid of genes (multiple per-

mutation test based on 10,000 permutations, normalized Z

score > 0.01, p < 0.05; Figure S6), suggesting that gross genome

reshuffling is less likely to disrupt gene regulation.

DISCUSSION

Amajor challenge in genome research is to determine why some

species have stable genomes whereas others have undergone
substantial rearrangement. Here, we describe the fundamental

principles of 3D chromosome folding in mammals and show

that lineage-specific evolutionary genomic reshuffling can influ-

ence patterns of higher-order chromatin organization.

Our data provide evidence for the existence of different

chromosome folding patterns within mammals. In the eutherian

mammals (Boreoeutheria and Afrotheria) analyzed herein, the

chromosomes (irrespective of diploid numbers) were organized

into CTs during interphase, mirroring observations in other spe-

cies.21 Low inter-/intra-chromosomal interaction ratios observed

in human, mouse, African elephant, and aardvark were indicative

of relatively highly compacted chromatin as reflected by high

distance-dependent interactions and high CTCF density.

In contrast, marsupials (tammar wallaby and Tasmanian devil)

showed a distinctive Rabl-like chromosomal distribution with

centromeres and heterochromatic regions clustering near the

center of the nucleus. This chromosome distribution was

accompanied by (1) high inter-/intra-chromosomal interaction

ratios and (2) low distance-dependent interactions. These obser-

vations, together with the detection of low CTCF genomic den-

sity in the opossum (an American marsupial representative),30

indicate that long marsupial chromosomes (average size 400

Mbp) form a ‘‘loose’’ distribution that extends across the

nucleus, with presumably lower numbers of longer loops

anchored by their centromeres that are orientated toward the

center of the cell. This probably has implications for the position

of chromosomes within the nucleus. In this context, our genomic

approach supports initial cytogenetics studies reporting a radial

configuration of marsupial chromosome inside nuclei.36

Previous studies have shown the presence of a Rabl-like

configuration in yeast (centromeres forming one large focus in

the vicinity of the spindle pole body), wheat (centromeres clus-

ters at one pole), mosquitos, and sea urchins.21,37 To these spe-

cies, we can add marsupials—an ancient mammalian clade with

genome plasticity and chromosomal diploid number variation

that is distinctive from eutherian mammals.38–40 We can only

speculate on the mechanisms responsible of the Rabl-like

configuration in marsupials as the function of this chromosome

pattern still remains a mystery since its initial first cytological

description.41 Although speculative, it is possible that the Rabl

configuration is a relic from anaphase-segregating chromo-

somes.42 In this case, larger/longer chromosomes would

establish a polarized pattern more readily during interphase

with size and the heterochromatin distribution favoring a Rabl

configuration.43 Further research is needed to fully test these

hypotheses.

Importantly, our analysis of the ancestral genomic reconstruc-

tions showed contrasting patterns of genome reshuffling in

marsupials and afrotherians. The Tasmanian devil has retained

the same chromosome number as has been proposed for both

the MAK and the MAUK (n = 7). Moreover, it has few species-

specific inversions. In contrast, the African elephant karyotype

has been extensively reorganized (inter- and intra-chromoso-

mally) compared with the AFAK (n = 24), which, in turn, largely

resembles the eutherian ancestral karyotypic configuration

(n = 2338). Based on the homologies shared with the human

genome (Figure S3), marsupials have undergone widespread

genomic reshuffling after their split from the therian common
Cell Reports 41, 111839, December 20, 2022 11



Figure 6. Model on the influence of evolutionary genome reshuffling in chromatin folding

Representation of genomic architectural features detected in lineage-specific chromosomal reorganizations in the Tasmanian devil and African elephant. Left

panel: phylogenetic relationship among the afrotherian and marsupial species compared, including the haploid number of chromosomes (n) for each species.

Central panel: Tasmanian devil and African elephant chromosome ideograms color coded accordingly to their corresponding MAUK or AFAK chromosomes.

Right panel: representation of DNA loops in inverted and fused HSBs in both species, chromosome 6 in the Tasmanian devil, and chromosome 13 in the African

elephant. Note that inverted regions have shorter DNA loops than non-inverted regions (either collinear, fissioned, and fusioned). MAK, marsupial ancestral

karyotype; MAUK, Australian marsupial ancestral karyotype; AFAK, Afrotheria ancestral karyotype; HSB, homologous synteny blocks; EBRs, evolutionary

breakpoint regions.
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ancestor. This was later stabilized as reflected by the conserved

karyotypes described within the group.24 In sharp contrast, in

afrotherian species (African elephant and aardvark), and prob-

ably those boreoeutherians with highly diverse karyotypes

(such as n = 3 in the female Indian muntjac and n = 51 in the

red viscacha rat38), genome evolution involved more complex

reorganization (inversions, fusions, and fissions).

Based on the structural plasticity detected in lineage-specific

chromosomal reorganizations, we hypothesize that chromo-

some folding patterns have influence on chromosomal evolution

andgenome reshuffling indifferentways in different phylogroups.

In marsupials, the development of centromeric associations

probably predated theMAUK radiation andmost likely influenced

the highoccurrence of inversions in the Tasmaniandevil and tam-
12 Cell Reports 41, 111839, December 20, 2022
marwallabywhen comparedwith theMAUK. As centromeres are

anchored toward the center of the nucleus in marsupials, the

resulting chromosomal distribution could impose structural con-

strains that favor intra-chromosomal reorganization rather than

inter-chromosomal rearrangements. This is supported by data

that suggest centromeres can act as strong topological barriers

that prevent contact between the two chromosome arms.37,44

Should this hold, we can infer that the chromosomal reduction

in marsupials, after their split from the therian ancestor, had

already resulted in an ancestral configuration of centromere as-

sociations that is now reflected in all marsupials.

Likewise, the pattern of chromosome reshuffling observed in

modern Afrotheria (that show extensive intra- and inter-chromo-

somal reorganizations from the AFAK) can be related to
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chromosomes being organized into highly compacted CTs,

where heterologous chromosomes are more frequently in

contact. This would favor inter-chromosomal, rather than intra-

chromosomal, reorganization. Importantly, chromatin intermin-

gles at the peripheral regions of CTs in mammals,45 allowing

interactions between non-homologous chromosomes. This can

facilitate the rejoining of broken DNA ends of heterologous chro-

mosomes17 and can explain the excess of inter-chromosomal

rearrangements detected.

Equally unexpected was the observation that inversions

(irrespective of clade) resulted in different DNA loop sizes and

distance-dependent interaction contact frequencies when

compared with collinear genomic regions (Figure 6). This was

observed for inversions in the Tasmanian devil and African

elephant, where chromatin was packaged differently from neigh-

boring, non-reorganized regions on the same chromosome.

Inverted regions showed (1) differences in slope (an estimate of

DNA loop size), (2) high interactions at short distances, and (3)

high intra-chromosomal interactions. Studies in different taxa

(i.e., butterflies, mosquitos, pea aphids, fishes, and plants46–50)

have revealed clusters of differentiated loci (the so-called

‘‘genomic islands of divergence’’49,51,52) often involved in inver-

sions between lineages. In light of our data, we suggest that

lineage-specific inversions may also act as ‘‘structural genomic

islands’’ by imposing structural constrains (i.e., acting as barriers

for genomic contacts) with surrounding regions. In contrast, at

higher hierarchical levels (i.e., compartments and TADs), the

3D genome structure of collinear regions has the same level of

structural conservation between species as do the inverted

regions, thereby extending previous observation in the carni-

vores53 to more basal mammals.

It is tempting to speculate that lineage-specific inversions

have resulted in new structural features that are distinct

from other genomic regions, which have been conserved

over tens of millions of years. We suggest that these divergent

structural features can result in topological (and hence ge-

netic) barriers that may, at least potentially, have functional

implications. Inversions could isolate genes from surrounding

regions as they show shorter loops (and hence reduced con-

tacts). This view is consistent with recent evidence provided

by divergent expression profiles in inverted regions within

Cetartiodactyla.14 Such topological barriers could be trans-

mitted through the germ line. In fact, it was recently shown

that chromosome fusions alter the nuclear architecture in

mouse germ cells.16 This included an increased rate of heter-

ologous interactions that, in turn, alter chromosome axis

length and DNA loop size. Importantly, these disturbances in

chromosome topology were associated with changes in the

recombination landscape, resulting in detectable genomic

footprints at a population level.

In conclusion, our study provided an evolutionary view of

the 3D genome folding patterns in distantly related mammals.

Through an integrative computational analysis of a compre-

hensive Hi-C dataset and the use of comparative genomics,

it was possible to infer the ancestral karyotypic structure of

both marsupial and afrotherian genomes. This permitted the

reconstruction of lineage-specific chromosome reorganization

that captures the deepest divergences of mammals. Crucially,
our results suggest that 3D chromosome folding influences

the patterns of genome reshuffling that are transmitted to

offspring, an observation supported by a recent survey in

rodents.4

Limitations of the study
As the use of non-model species can be challenging, future

studies with a larger sample sizes and greater species represen-

tation should be considered a priority. Moreover, understanding

the dynamics of chromatin conformation during development in

other distantly related species will be fundamental to decipher-

ing the structural plasticity of vertebrate genomes.
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PhotoFlo Kodak #1464510

Trypsin 0.05% Gibco #25300062

NEB2 buffer New England Biolabs #B7002S

MboI New England Biolabs #R0147M

Proteinase K New England Biolabs #P8107S

Phenol/Chloroform/Isoamyl Sigma-Aldrich #P2069-400ML

dNTPs Roche #11969064001

Biotin-14-dATP ThermoFisher Scientific #19524-016

DNA Polymerase I, large (Klenow) Fragment New England Biolabs #M0210M

T4 DNA Ligase New England Biolabs #M0202M

RNAse A ThermoFisher Scientific #EN0531

Dynabeads MyOne Streptavidin T1 ThermoFisher Scientific #65001

T4 Polynucleotides Kinase New England Biolabs #M0201L

T4 DNA Polymerase New England Biolabs #M0212M

Klenow Fragment 3’ / 50 exo- New England Biolabs #M0203L

Nuclease micrococcal from
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Sigma-Aldrich #N3755

TRIzol Invitrogen #15596026

Critical commercial assays

DynabeadsTM Protein G

Immunoprecipitation Kit

ThermoFisher Scientific #10007D

Truseq ChIP-seq library preparation kit Illumina #IP-202-1012

Deposited data

Elephant Hi-C data This paper GEO: GSE206075

Aardvark Hi-C data This paper GEO: GSE206075

Tasmanian devil Hi-C data This paper GEO: GSE206075

Tammar wallaby Hi-C data This paper GEO: GSE206075

Human Hi-C data Rao et al. (2014)1 GEO: GSE63525

Mouse Hi-C data Vara et al. (2019)3 GEO: GSE132054

Platypus Hi-C data Zhou et al. (2021)28 SRA: SRR10530604

Chicken Hi-C data Fishman et al. (2019)29 GEO: GSE96037
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Elephant ChIP-seq data This paper GEO: GSE206075

Aardvark ChIP-seq data This paper GEO: GSE206075

Tasmanian devil ChIP-seq data This paper GEO: GSE206075

Human ChIP-seq data Schmidt et al. (2012)30 ArrayExpress: E-MTAB-437

Mouse ChIP-seq data Schmidt et al. (2012)30 ArrayExpress: E-MTAB-437

Opossum ChIP-seq data Schmidt et al. (2012)30 ArrayExpress: E-MTAB-437

Tasmanian devil RNA-seq data This paper GEO: GSE206075

Elephant RNA-seq data Cortez et al. (2014)54 GEO: GSE50747

Experimental models: Cell lines

Elephant XX/XY fibroblast cell lines provided by T. J. Robinson N/A

Aardvark XY fibroblast cell line provided by T. J. Robinson N/A

Tasmanian Devil XX fibroblast cell line provided by J. Deakin N/A

Tammar wallaby XY fibroblast cell line This paper N/A

Software and algorithms

ImageJ Schneider et al. (2012)55 https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/

Juicer/3D-DNA Dudchenko et al. (2017)26 https://github.com/aidenlab/3d-dna

BBDuk (version 09/2019) Bushnell (2014)56 https://github.com/BioInfoTools/BBMap/

blob/master/sh/bbduk.sh

TADbit (version 1.0) Serra et al. (2017)34 https://github.com/3DGenomes/TADbit

GEM3-Mapper (version 3.0) Marco-Sola et al. (2012)57 https://github.com/smarco/gem3-mapper

HiCExplorer (version 3.6) Wolff et al. (2018)58 https://github.com/deeptools/HiCExplorer/

blob/master/docs/index.rst

Cooltools Venev et al. (2021)59 https://github.com/open2c/cooltools

Rstats (version 3.6.2) Schwarzer (2007)60 https://stat.ethz.ch/R-manual/R-devel/

library/stats/html/00Index.html

Bedtools Quinlan and Hall (2010)61 https://github.com/arq5x/bedtools2

FAN-C (version 0.9.1) Kruse et al. (2020)62 https://github.com/vaquerizaslab/fanc

FastQC (version 0.11.9) Andrews et al. (2014)63 https://github.com/s-andrews/FastQC

Trimmomatic (version 0.39) Bolger et al. (2014)64 http://www.usadellab.org/cms/?page =

trimmomatic

BWA-MEM (version 0.7.17) Li et al. (2013)65 https://github.com/lh3/bwa

MACS2 (version 2.2.7.1) Zhang et al. (2008)66 https://pypi.org/project/MACS2/

STAR (version 2.7.10a) Dobin et al. (2013)67 https://github.com/alexdobin/STAR

featureCounts Liao et al. (2014)68 https://www.rdocumentation.org/

packages/Rsubread/versions/1.22.2/

topics/featureCounts

countsToFPKM Alhendi (2019)69 https://github.com/AAlhendi1707/

countToFPKM

UCSC Kent Utilities Kent at al. (2010)70 https://github.com/ENCODE-DCC/

kentUtils

RepeatMasker (version 4.0.9) Tempel (2012)71 https://github.com/rmhubley/

RepeatMasker

LASTZ Harris (2007)72 https://github.com/lastz/lastz

maf2Synteny Kolmogorov et al. (2018)73 https://github.com/fenderglass/

maf2synteny

syntenyPlotteR Farré et al. (2019)14 https://github.com/marta-fb/

syntenyPlotteR

DESCHRAMBLER Kim et al. (2017)74 https://github.com/jkimlab/

DESCHRAMBLER

TimeTree Kumar et al. (2017)75 http://www.timetree.org/
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FigTree Rambaut (2009)76 https://github.com/rambaut/figtree/

releases/tag/v1.4.4

GO::TermFinder Boyle et al. (2004)77 https://metacpan.org/pod/GO::TermFinder

RegioneR (version 1.26) Gel el at. (2016)78 https://bioconductor.org/packages/

release/bioc/html/regioneR.html

GenoMatriXeR Álvarez-González et al. (2022)4 https://github.com/RMalinverni/
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to, and will be fulfilled by, the Lead Contact: Aurora

Ruiz-Herrera (aurora.ruizherrera@uab.cat).

Materials availability
All materials developed in this study will be available from the lead contact upon request.

Data and code availability
d Raw and processed data for all the experiments performed on this paper have been deposited in Gene Expression Omnibus

database under de accession code: GSE206075.

d This paper does not report original code. The software used in this described in the key resources table in details.

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Cell lines
Five primary fibroblast cell lines were used in this study. The Tasmanian devil fibroblast cell line (Sarcophilus harrisii, one female) was

provided by J. Deakin and derived from a skin biopsy that was collected under permit AEECP R.CG.11.06 from Australian National

University Animal Experimentation Ethics Committee.

The cryopreserved fibroblast cell lines from aardvark (Orycteropus afer, one male) and African elephant (Loxodonta africana, one

male and one female) were derived from skin biopsies and are part of the South African National Biodiversity Institute (SANBI) Bio-

bank collection (accession number EXT03570_27112020 and catalog numbers 76993, 82,607, 82,608).

The tammar wallaby (Macropus eugenii, one male) fibroblast cell line was established from a connective tissue biopsy from one

male following standard procedures (see STAR Methods). The animal was held under appropriate permits in open grassy yards in

a breeding colony of tammar wallabies of Kangaroo Island South Australia origin. The male was euthanized as previously

described.79 Tissue collection and experiments were approved by the University of Melbourne Animal Experimentation Ethics Com-

mittees in accordance with the National Health and Medical Research Council of Australia (2013 and 2014) guidelines.80,81

METHOD DETAILS

Primary fibroblast cell lines
Samples of connective tissue were washed in 1xPBS supplemented with an antibiotic-antimycotic solution (100U/ml penicillin,

100mg/ml streptomycin, 50mg/ml gentamicin and 0.25mg/ml amphotericin B) (ThermoFisher Scientific). Cultures were established

by disaggregating tissuewith a scalpel blade and resuspending cells in AmnioMAX (ThermoFisher Scientific). Cell cultures were incu-

bated at 37�C in 10%CO2. A cell fraction of each cell line was kept for immunofluorescence analysis and quality controls (see below)

and the rest were fixated with 1% formaldehyde for 100 at RT for Hi-C and ChIP-seq (see below).

Quality controls consisted of the analysis of modal karyotypes. Briefly, cells were arrested in metaphase by adding 80mL of Col-

cemid (10mg/ml) to 10mL of medium for 2h and then trypsinised. Cells were spun down at 600 xg for 7min and resuspended in 5mL of

hypotonic solution (0.075M KCl) for 30 min at 37�C. Chromosomes were then fixed by addition of fixative solution (3:1 methanol/ace-

tic acid) and metaphase spreads were obtained by dropping 15 mL of cell suspension onto a cleaned dry slide. Slides were baked at

65�C for one hour and kept at �20�C until use.

Metaphases were stained homogenously with Giemsa solution for analysis of the modal karyotype. An optical microscope (model

Zeiss Axioskop) equipped with a charged coupled device camera (ProgResR CS10Plus, Jenoptik) was used for the microscope
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analysis. Good-quality metaphases were captured with the program Progress Capture 2.7.7 and analyzed for each specimen, ob-

taining the modal karyotype.

Immunoflourescence and microscopy
A total of 50,000 cells were sub-cultured on sterilized slides O/N at 37�C. Slides were then washed twice with 1x PBS and fixed (4%

PFA +0.15%Triton X-100 inMiliQ water) for 20min. Slides were left to dry andwashedwith twice PhotoFlo 1% and then blockedwith

PBS-Tween-20 (0.05%). Cells were incubated overnight at 4�Cwith the following primary antibodies: anti-H3K9me3 (1:300) and anti-

CREST (1:50). Primary antibodies were detected with the secondary antibodies: anti-rabbit Cy3 (1:200) and anti-mouse FITC (1:200).

Slides were finally mounted with DAPI and analyzed with a fluorescence microscopy (Axiophot, Zeiss) coupled with a ProgRes

CS10plus, Jenoptik camera. Representative images were captured with ACO XY (A. Coloma, Open Microscopy) and processed us-

ing Photoshop and ImageJ55.

Distances between centromeres (exemplified as the CREST signal) were measured using the Measure analysis tool of ImageJ.

Cells diameters were measured and used to correct all distances so the distances could be comparable between cells. A minimum

of 1,000 centromeric distances were measured for each species.

In nuclei Hi-C
Hi-C libraries were generated as previously.1,3,16 Briefly, confluent fibroblasts washed with PBS and fixed with 1% formaldehyde for

100 at RT. Cells were then incubated with glycine 0.125M for 50 at RT and for 150 at 4�C to stop the crosslinking reaction. Then, 2 mL

Trypsin were added, and cells were incubated for 80 at RT and then washed twice with PBS. Cells were scraped and collected in a

tube and centrifuged for 5 min at a maximum speed of 1,800 xg.

Crosslinked cells were resuspended with lysis buffer and incubated on ice for 300 and then centrifuged for 50 at 1,800 xg. Pellets

were washed with 1x NEB2 buffer (twice) and resuspended with NEB2 buffer with 10% SDS at RT and incubated for 100 at 65�Cwith

agitation (300 rpm). NEB2 buffer with 10% Triton X-100 solution was added and cells were incubated for 300 at 37�C. Cells were then

centrifuged for 50 at 1,800 xg (4�C) and washed with 1x NEB2 buffer twice. An aliquot for ND (Non-Digested) control was taken from

the sample to be processed and incubated at 37�C together with the digested sample. 400 U of MboI were added to the rest of the

samples and chromatin was digested O/N at 37�C with agitation. Proteinase K (10 mg/mL) was added and the aliquoted samples

were incubated for 450-600 at 65�C followed by Phenol:Chloroform purification.

Samples were centrifuged for 50 at 1,800 xg and then washed with 1x NEB2 buffer, twice. After the second wash, samples were

directly resuspended with the reparation mix (1x NEB2 buffer, 0.05 mM dCTP, 0.05 mM dTTP, 0.05 mM, 0.05mM biotin-dATP, 50U

Klenow). Samples were incubated for 450 at 37�C and for 100 at 65�C and centrifuged for 50 at 1,800 xg and then resuspended with

ligation buffer [1x NEB T4 ligase buffer, 0.83% Triton X-100, 0.1 mg/mL BSA, 5 mL ligase (2000 U/ml), 963 mL H2O]. Samples were

incubated at 16�C for at least 4h or O/N with mixing, then centrifuged for 50 at 1,800 xg and resuspended in 1x NEB2 buffer. Samples

were incubated with RNAseA (10 mg/mL) for 15 min at 37�C. The mix was incubated with Proteinase K (10 mg/mL) at 65�C O/N to

reverse the cross-link. Sampleswere cooled to RT and purifiedwith Phenol/Chloroform/Isoamyl alcohol. DNA content wasmeasured

on a Qubit. Samples were sonicated: 20 s time ON, 60 s time OFF, 8 cycles. Samples were then loaded in an electrophoresis gel of

1.2% agarose to check fragment size.

Samples were incubated for 300 with rotation at RT with Dynabeads MyOne Streptavidin T1 beads and 2x Binding Buffer (10 mM

TrisHCl, 1mMEDTA, 2MNaCl). Beadswerewashed twicewith Binding Buffer and resuspended in the end repair mix [1x NEB T4DNA

ligase buffer with 10 mM ATP, 25 mM dNTP mix, 10U/ml NEB T4 PNK, 3U/ml T4 DNA polymerase I, 5U/ml NEB DNA polymerase I

(Klenow)]. Samples were incubated for 300 at RT. Beads were washed with 1x Binding Buffer, twice. Beads were subsequently re-

suspended in the dATP attachment master mix (1x NEBuffer 2, 0.5mM dATP, 5U/ml NEB Klenow exo minus). Samples were

incubated at 37�C for 30’. The beads were washed with 1x Binding Buffer, twice and resuspended with 1x NEB Quick ligation buffer.

Libraries were quantified using a Qubit fluorometer and submitted for Illumina sequencing (paired end 75bp each side on

HiSeq 4000).

African elephant Hi-C assisted assembly
TheHiC data from the African elephant generated on this workwas used to upgrade the assembly (Table S2). This was done using the

Juicer/3D-DNA pipeline described in Dudchenko and collaborators (2017) with default parameters (https://www.dnazoo.org/

assemblies/Loxodonta_africana).26,27

Hi-C data processing, binning and normalisation
BBDuk (version 09/2019)56 was used for quality check and trimming of the raw fastq sequences. Setting a minimum read length of

35 bp and a minimum Phred quality score of 20, adapters and low-quality reads were removed while preserving their longest high-

quality regions. HiC data processing was conducted using TADbit (version 1.0)34. Fastq high-quality reads were mapped against the

reference genome of each species (Table S1 and S2 using GEM3-Mapper (version 3.0)57. Reads were mapped using windows from

15bp to 75bp in 5bp steps.

Pairs of mapped read-ends were filtered in order to keep only valid pairs. We used the following filters provided by TADbit to

remove artifacts: ‘‘self-circle,’’ ‘‘dangling-end,’’ ‘‘error,’’ ‘‘extra dangling-end,’’ ‘‘too short,’’ ‘‘too large,’’ ‘‘duplicated,’’ and ‘‘random
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breaks.’’ Themaximummolecule length parameter was set at 2 times the 99.9 percentile of the insert size distribution, returned by the

‘‘insert_size’’ from TADbit. The maximum distance of a read to a cleavage site was set to the 99.9 percentile of the insert size

distribution.

An in-house script was used for binning and normalization of the data as previously described.3 The script uses a TADbit module to

read the artifacts-filteredmap files and bin then into a squarematrix of 50 Kbp. Using the tool ‘hicMergeMatrixBins’ fromHiCExplorer

(version 3.6)58, 500 and 50 Kbpmatrices were created and corrected using ‘hicCorrectMatrix’ that uses ICE (Iterative Correction and

Eigenvector decomposition) method. For comparison purposes, all processed matrixes at 50 Kbp and 500 Kbpwere normalized to a

total of 100,000,000 interaction counts by scaling the sum of all interactions within the matrix. The tool ‘hicCorrelate’ from

HiCExplorer was used to compute pairwise correlations between Hi-C replicates (based on the Pearson correlation method).

Averaged contact probability P(s) and its derivative
Using as an input the corrected 500 Kbpmatrices normalized to 100M counts, both contact probability vs distance curves (P(s)) were

calculated genome-wide and by chromosome using the HiC analysis tools Cooltools.59The derivative of the contact probability vs

distance curve (herein slope),was also calculated using Cooltools. Average loop sizes were then estimated as highest point depicted

in contact probability slopes distribution according to previous studies.82,83

Inter-chromosome/intra-chromosome interaction ratio
Intra- and inter-chromosomal interactions were obtaining by converting the corrected 500 Kbp matrices to normalized 100M counts

matrices from h5 to ginteractions, using the tool ‘hicConvertMatrix’ from HiCExplorer. Then, the mean number of inter- and intra-

chromosomal interactions per chromosome was calculated to obtain the inter-chromosome/intra-chromosome interaction ratio

using Rstudio. The function lm model (fitting linear model) from stats (version 3.6.2)60 was used to calculate the linear regression.

Centromere interaction quantification
Centromeric regions were identified in the genomes of aardvark, African elephant, Tasmanian devil and tammar wallaby based on the

decay of intra-chromosomal interactions, the Ns content and chromosomal morphology.35,40,84–87 Intra-chromosomal interaction

frequency decay was calculated by transforming intra-chromosomal interaction into Z score interactions for each chromosome.

The Z score interactions were then smoothed by locally weighted regression (loess) and plotted using ggplot2. The Ns content

of each matrix bin was done using bedtools nuc.61Once centromeric regions were defined, inter-chromosomal interactions were

represented using ggplot2 from Rstudio.

Centromere aggregate contacts plots
The Hi-C submatrices of the centromeric region of each species and its aggregate were calculated and plotted using the HiCExplorer

function ‘hicAggregateContacts’ on genome-wide and inter-chromosomal interactions mode. As input 500Kbp corrected and

normalized HiC matrices were used.

First eigenvector and insulator score calculation
The HiC analysis tools package, FAN-C (version 0.9.1)62 was used to obtain first eigenvector and insulator score values. To calculate

the first eigenvector the tool ‘fanc compartments’ was usedwith normalized 500Kbpmatrices and default parameters. ‘fancplot’ was

used to generate the compartment matrices. For the insulator score, the tool ‘fanc insulation’ was used with normalized 500Kbp

matrices and the following windows: 0.5Mbp, 1Mbp, 1.5Mpb, 2Mbp. The analysis of mean values of the first eigenvector were

used to analyze compartment strength. The higher the first eigenvector value, the higher the compartment signal.

TAD calling and TAD boundaries
TADs were called using the tool find_tads from TADbit (version 1.0)34 with default parameters and normalized 500Kbpmatrixes. Only

TAD boundaries with a TADbit score >6 were considered for the following analysis.

ChIP-sequencing
For chromatin immunoprecipitation, antibodies for CTCF and H3K4me3 were used. Two biological replicates of H3K4me3 ChIP-

sequencing (ChIP-seq) were performed using primary fibroblast (30 million cells for each replicate) from African elephant, aardvark

and Tasmanian devil. Two biological replicates of CTCF ChIP-sequencing (ChIP-seq) were performed using primary fibroblast (30

million cells for each replicate) of African elephant and aardvark.

Crosslinked cells (as described in in nuclei Hi-C) were incubated on ice in lysis buffer (0.25% Triton X-100, 10 mM EDTA, 0.5 mM

EGTA, 10 mM Tris-HCl) and lysis wash buffer (200 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 0.5mM EGTA, 10 Mm Tris-HCl). Samples were then

digested using MNase I to fragment the chromatin below 200bp. Fragmented chromatin was diluted in cold binding buffer (from Dy-

nabeads Protein G Immunoprecipitation Kit). 50 mL of each sample was kept as input control and the remaining was divided in two

aliquots, where antibodies for CTCF and H3K4me3 were added (one in each aliquot) and then incubated overnight at 4�C. The anti-

body-chromatin pull-down was done using Protein G Dynabeads, following the manufacturer’s protocol. Finally, proteins were di-

gested and the DNA purified with phenol:chloroform:isoamyl alcohol. Quality-check of the inmunoprecipate was done using Qubit
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and Bioanalyzer Agilent. Libraries were constructed using commercial Truseq ChIP-seq library preparation kit and sequenced by

paired-end Illumina Novaseq 6000.

ChIP-seq peak calling and annotation
Quality check was performed using FastQC (version 0.11.9)70 and reads were trimmed using Trimmomatic (version 0.39).64 Trimmed

fastq files were then aligned to the reference genome using bwa-mem (version 0.7.17).65 Alignments with a MAPQ >30 were

extracted and used as input for MACS2 (version 2.2.7.1)66 with either the default settings of callpeak to produce narrow peaks

(CTCF) or with – broad - -broad-cut-off 0.05 to produce broad peaks (H3K4me3). Since two replicates were sequenced, we selected

the peaks in both replicates using bedtools intersect.61

In African elephant 37,210 CTCF peaks were common between replicates (44,898 peaks on replicate #1 and 40,014 on replicate

#2) and 67,874H3K4me3 peakswere common between replicates (71,940 peaks on replicate #1 and 74,949 on replicate #2). In aard-

vark, a total of 12,478 CTCF peaks were common between replicates (16,012 peaks on replicate #1 and 14,835 on replicate #2) and

28,819 H3K4me3 peaks were common between replicates (32,525 peaks on replicate #1 and 33,001 on replicate #2). Finally, in the

Tasmanian devil, a total of 43,899 H3K4me3 peaks were common between replicates (49,454 peaks on replicate #1 and 50,565 on

replicate #2).

African elephant genome annotation
To annotate genes in the African elephant genome we used Gene Model Mapper (GeMoMa).88Because GeMoMa is a homology-

based gene prediction tool, we started with two sets of reference gene annotations: tenrec (GCF_000313985.2_ASM31398v2)

and African elephant (GCF_000001905.1_Loxafr3.0). GeMoMa was run using default parameters without RNA-Seq data. We then

combined both independent annotations using theGAF command fromGeMoMawith aweighting of 10 and 20 for tenrec and African

elephant genomes, respectively and a combined sumWeight R20. Finally, we used gffCompare to assess the differences between

the annotations and identify truncated genes. After manual curation, a total of 20,641 genes were annotated in the African elephant

genome.

RNA-seq analysis
Fibroblast RNA was TRIzol (Invitrogen) extracted from Tasmanian devil cultured fibroblasts according to manufactures instructions.

Illumina stranded mRNA libraries were prepared and sequenced (NovaSeq 6000 SP 2 3 100bp) at the Ramaciotti Center for Geno-

mics (UNSW Sydney, Australia).

Raw African elephant RNA-seq data was obtained from Cortez and collaborators.54 Raw reads were mapped with STAR (version

2.7.10a)67 using the end-to-end alignment mode and gene expression quantification was performed with featureCounts.68 Counts

were transformed into FPKMs using the R package countToFPKM.69

Whole-genome pairwise alignments
The genomes of 20 mammals were downloaded from NCBI or DNA Zoo (Table S2). Each genome, assembled either at chromosome

or HiC-scaffold level, was filtered to remove unplaced scaffolds using faFilter tool from UCSC Kent Utilities.70 Repetitive elements

were masked using RepeatMasker (version 4.0.9)71 with the parameters -xsmall -species mammal.68 Three sets of pairwise align-

ments were done, using human, Tasmanian devil or African elephant as reference genomes. All alignments were generated using

LASTZ72 with the parameters: -minScore = 1000, -linearGap =medium, C = 0, E = 30, K = 3000, L = 3000, O = 400. LASTZ alignments

were extended into chains and nets with axtChain (parameters: -minScore = 1000 -verbose = 0 -linearGap = medium), followed by

chainAntiRepeat, chainSort, chainPreNet, chainNet and netSyntenic, all with default parameters.89 In Tasmanian devil, to bypass the

hardcoded limits of UCSC Kent tools, LASTZ alignment files bigger than 50Gb were split into smaller files, concatenated into chains

using axtChain with the above paraments and then merged using chainMergeSort. In all cases, Y chromosomes were omitted due to

their low-quality assembly.

Homologous synteny blocks (HSBs) were then constructed using maf2Synteny73 at three resolutions of detection (100 Kbp, 300

Kbp and 500 Kbp). The 300 Kbp resolution was chosen for further analysis because it achieved a balance between higher coverage of

the reference genome and number of rearrangements detected. HSBs were visualised using syntenyPlotteR.14

Conservation of the higher-order chromatin organization between species
The higher-order structural conservation betweenHSBswas evaluated by pairwise comparisons of the first eigenvector and insulator

score values. We included in the comparative analysis HSBs >2Mbp (spanning aminimumof 4 HiC 500Kbp bins) as the average TAD

size was 1 Mbp in the species analyzed.

Pairwise comparisons were done by testing whether first eigenvector and insulator score mean values were equivalent between

HSBs of two given species using a two-sided t test with a confidence level of 99%. Pairwise comparisons with a p value >0.01 were

considered conserved (null hypothesis). The corresponding first eigenvector and insulator score values were obtained by extracting

the values of each block out of the genome-wide data using bedtools intersect.63 For eigenvector comparisons, all positive values (A

compartments) were transformed into 1 and all negatives (B compartments) into �1.
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Ancestral karyotype reconstructions
Reconstructed ancestral chromosome fragments (RACFs) for the marsupial and afrotherian ancestors were generated using

DESCHRAMBLER74 with a syntenic fragment resolution of 300 Kbp and a minimum adjacency score of 0.0001. We modified the

hardcoded constriction of 500,000,000 bp chromosome size to 1 Gbp in DESCHRAMBLER to allow for Tasmanian devil chromo-

some sizes. Both phylogenetic trees used in the analysis were estimated using the divergence times between branches defined

in TimeTree75 and visualized using FigTree.76

Two ancestors of themarsupial lineage were reconstructed: MAK, the ancestral karyotype of all marsupial species; andMAUK, the

ancestral karyotype of Australianmarsupials (Australidelphia ancestor). The number of RACFs produced fromDESCHRAMBLERwas

higher than the number of chromosomes suggested in previous studies24. Consequently, the adjacent RACFs in each of the recon-

structed ancestors were manually merged using both reference genome and other reconstructed ancestors, which were most

closely related. This process was started on the MAK ancestor using Tasmanian devil as a point of reference, before working

back in evolutionary time using the closest related ancestors as a point of reference.

Only one ancestor of the Afrotheria lineage was reconstructed (AFAK). RACFs were manually curated and merged following the

same steps as above. Plots of the RACFs were produced with the R package syntenyPlotteR.14

Detection of evolutionary breakpoint regions (EBRs)
Evolutionary breakpoint regions (EBRs) in all ancestors were identified by considering the Tasmanian devil or African elephant

genomes as a reference. EBRs were counted from the coordinates of manually merged RACFs. In marsupials, when one EBR

was shared for both ancestors but each of them presented a different size, the coordinates chosen to define that EBR were the

ones corresponding to the minimum size. EBRs were classified into well-defined EBRs (EBRs ranging from 0 Kbp to 50 Kbp) and

no well-defined EBRs (EBRs ranging from 50 Kbp to 300 Kbp), and the EBRs higher than 300 Kbp were discarded of our analysis.

The EBRs were phylogenetically classified depending on the ancestral lineage in which they occurred. EBRs were further separated

by the type of rearrangement they delimited into inversion EBRs or inter-chromosome EBRs, if they demarcated inversions or were

the result of fusion or fission events, respectively.

Further characterization of the EBRs includedmultipermutation test analysis using different sets of structural and functional marks,

such as: TSS, H3K4me3, expressed genes, A compartments, compartment boundaries and TAD boundaries.

Gene ontology enrichment analysis (GOEA)
Unique protein coding gene IDs of Tasmanian devil genome mSarHar1.11 were identified using Ensembl BioMart.90 For African

elephant, our new gene annotation was used. We then used bedIntersect tool to select genes within the different sets of regions

analyzed.72 The basic version of the GO annotations (go-basic.obo) was downloaded from the Gene Ontology Project website (Ash-

burner et al., 2000; TheGeneOntology Consortium, 2021). TheGOEAwas performed using amodified version of GO:TermFinder Perl

module.77 We considered significantly enriched only those terms with a corrected p-value % 0.05 and a calculated false discovery

rate (FDR) % 1%. Plots were created with ggplot2 (version 3.3.5) in R (version 4.1.0).

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Multi-association and statistical analysis
In the case of multi-association analysis, statistical association between different genomic features was evaluated using the

RegioneR R package version 1.2678. Based on the regioneR package we used a series of functions to allow the calculation of asso-

ciations betweenmultiple regionsets. Due to the implementation of multiple comparisons, the p value calculation was adjusted using

Benjamini – Hochberg procedure.

The value of the Z score for association with an adjusted p value greater than 0.005, was considered as 0. The Z score was

subsequently normalised by dividing it by the square root of n where n is the number of regions present in the permuted regionset.

All the permutations were performed using randomizeRegions and NumOverlaps respectively as randomization and evaluation

function.4

Information regarding statistical significance is provided in the legends to the figures. Data are presented asmean ± standard error

of the mean. In the figures, *** indicates p < 0.001. The threshold for statistical significance was p = 0.05.
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Figure S1 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure S1. Pearson correlation heatmaps showing reproducibility of the Hi-C 
maps between biological replicates, Related to Figure 1. Two biological replicates 
for each species are indicated (Rep1 and Rep2). 
 

  



 

Figure S2 

 

Figure S2. Genomic tracks showing H3K4me3 and CTCF occupancy in specific 
orthologous regions, Related to Figure 1. (A) H3K4me3 occupancy in the African 
elephant (LAF) chromosome 25, aardvark (OAF) chromosome 9 and Tasmanian devil 
(SHA) chromosome 1. Left panel (i) corresponds to a 9 Mbp region in each 
chromosome, whereas right panel (ii) represents a 100 Kbp zoom-in in the same 
species. (B) CTCF occupancy in the human (HSA) chromosome 12, mouse (MMU) 
chromosome 5, African elephant (LAF) chromosome 25, aardvark (OAF) chromosome 
9 and opossum (MDO) chromosome 3. Left panel (i) corresponds to a 9 Mbp region in 
each chromosome, whereas right panel (ii) represents a 100 Kbp zoom-in in the same 
species. 
 
 



 

Figure S3 

 

 

 

Figure S3. Conservation of the higher-order chromatin organization within 
mammals, Related to Figure 3. (A) Percentage of compartments and TADs 
conserved between pair-wise comparisons. Human (HSA), mouse (MMU), African 
elephant (LAF), aardvark (OAF) and Tasmanian devil (SHA), aardvark (OAF) and 
tammar wallaby (MEU). (B) Zoom-in of a structural conserved HSB from elephant 
(LAF) chromosome 21 compared to aardvark (OAF) (a region of chromosome 3) and 
a conserved HSB Tasmanian devil (SHA) chromosome 1 compared to Tammar 
wallaby (MEU) (a region of chromosome 4). Compartment conservation is represented 
as compartment heatmaps and 1st eigenvector distribution, and TAD conservation is 
represented as contact heatmaps and insulator score distribution. 
  



 

Figure S4 
 

 
Figure S4. Ancestral genomic reconstructions, Related to Figure 4: (A) Ancestral 
karyotype reconstructions for marsupials. i) Tasmanian devil chromosome ideograms 
colour-coded accordingly to their corresponding MAK (marsupial ancestral karyotype) 
or MAUK (Australian marsupial ancestral karyotype) chromosomes and ii) Tammar 



 

wallaby chromosome ideograms colour-coded with MAK or MAUK. (B) Ancestral 
karyotype reconstruction for afrotherians. i) African elephant chromosome ideograms 
colour-coded accordingly to their corresponding AFAK (afrotheria ancestral karyotype) 
chromosomes and ii) aardvark chromosome ideograms colour-coded accordingly to 
their corresponding AFAK chromosomes. (C) Types of chromosome rearrangements 
identified in African elephant genome when compared to AFAK. i) Fission of an 
ancestral chromosome, leading to a fusion with another chromosome, an inversion or 
maintained collinear. ii) Fusion of two ancestral chromosomes, leading to a fission, an 
inversion or collinear, iii) One ancestral chromosome is conserved as a single 
chromosome in the extant species.  



 

Figure S5 

 

Figure S5. Gene ontology enrichment analysis, Related to Figure 4: (A) the 
Tasmanian devil and (B) the African elephant based on chromosome rearrangement 
type: collinear, inverted, fissioned and collinear, fissioned and inverted, fused and 
collinear, fused and inverted and fissioned and fused. 
 



 

 
Figure S6 

 

 
Figure S6. Characteristics of evolutionary breakpoint regions (EBRs), Related to 
Figure 4. EBRs detected in (A) the Tasmanian devil and (B) the African elephant. (C-
D) Heatmaps obtained by regioneR (multicomparison) displaying correlations between 
EBRs and transcription start sites (TSS), H3K4me3 peaks, genes and expressed 
genes, A compartments, compartment boundaries and TAD boundaries in (C) the 
Tasmanian devil and (D) the African elephant. (E-F) Z-score analysis obtained by 
regioneR indicating the correlation between EBRs and Tasmanian devil (E) and African 
elephant (F) genes. 
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